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chario engineers carlo vitiello and mario muraceheence built the first “normal” speaker in italy but only sold it in their hometown of milan. they then designed and built a large public area speaker in a poor area of milan in 1977. the speaker was the largest and most powerful they had ever designed. it was then a
moment of clarity for them that they had made something unique and special. they realized they wanted to change the industry. with the “mercante” speaker came the first of their three signature models: the “mercante”, the “superb”, and the “constellation”. the ear-level response was a bit less clear in terms of the
cygnus' soundstage. although it sounded somewhat limited in that area, it wasnt off in any way. yet there was a definite sense of depth and width. in fact, i couldnt get over how immersive the cygnus sounded at all the listening levels i listened to it. the cygnus did have that "sounded-small" quality at lower volumes. at
some point i sort of liked that. as the music progressed the soundstage broadened and i never felt it was closed in. switching to the side panels to test its bass performance i was impressed. although i do listen to some hip-hop and r&b (usually british and american), i also listen to a lot of rock, reggae, and classical
music. i thought i was familiar with the sound of a subwoofer but, like i said, i dont recall ever having one in my listening room before. the cygnus was a revelation. the bass was very tight and authoritative, with a healthy bottom end that extended way below 20hz and did not distort in the least. although the chario
constellation cygnus is a three-way speaker, its bass was very different than that of the subwoofer. thats not to say that the bass of the cygnus was better than that of the sub, but that it was more refined, tighter, and more controllable. i found the bass to be so good i was almost a little surprised that the cygnus had no
bass boost.
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